Accounts

Ask for a sponsor to get access!
All NYUAD staff and students must have a faculty sponsor, please see below.

You cannot submit jobs until you pass our online training. Joining Dalma Online Training

If you are an external collaborator (not directly employed by NYU), fill this form (HPC Collaboration Template.docx) with your NYU sponsor, sign and send to us (dalma.adm ins@nyu.edu).

On This Page:
- Requesting a New Account
- Renewing an Account
- Formality
- Acknowledgement

Requesting a New Account

1. (If you don't have a NetID yet) Apply your NetID as instructed here: NYU Home Page
2. Follow the instructions this page to request an new account on Dalma.
3. Ask your sponsor to approve the request. Follow the instructions in this page to approve account request.
4. You cannot submit jobs until you pass our online training. Joining Dalma Online Training

Renewing an Account

Users need to renew their account every year.

1. Follow the instructions in this page to request an renewal of your account on Dalma.
2. Ask your sponsor to approve the request. Follow the instructions in this page to approve account request

Formality

Check this page for the formality on eligibility, sponsorship guidelines, sponsorship responsibility and etc.

Acknowledgement

We ask our users to acknowledge use of the HPC computing resources by including the following in any publication resulting from work carried out on the HPC:

"This research was carried out on the High Performance Computing resources at New York University Abu Dhabi."